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Inside BarWelcome To Paramount FX

I want to thank you and congratulate you for downloading our
strategy guide, Most Powerful Reversal Candlestick Patterns. 
 
This guide is meant to accompany the Trend Trading Strategy. 
 
What's inside this guide: 
• Pin Bar 
• Engulfing 
• Inside Bar 
 
Thanks again for downloading this guide, I think you’ll enjoy it. You
should connect with us and the community on social media here: 

Facebook Instagram

https://www.paramountfx.co/
https://paramountfx.co/guide/
https://www.paramountfx.co/
https://www.facebook.com/ParamountFX/
https://www.instagram.com/paramount_fx/


PIN BAR

BULLISH PIN BAR BEARISH PIN BAR

STANDARD FORMATION

Pin bars are one of the most important and special kind of Japanese
candles that so many traders make their trading strategies just based
on the pin bar pattern. 
 
Pin bars are the market movers. Many times they are at the end of a
running trend and at the birth of a new trend. 
 
Bullish pin bar is the sign of buyers' strength and the bearish pin bar
signals selling pressure which is the opposite of a pin bar.
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Pin Bar

In order to consider a pin bar valid, the tail of the pin bar must be two
times longer than the real body. 
 
Based on their formation, you will find three types of pin bars in a
chart.
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STANDARD
PIN BAR

PIN BAR WITH
NOSE

PIN BAR WITH
NO BODY
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Pin Bar

Standard pin bar is the strongest one you will find which does not
contain any extra wick or shadows attached to the body. 
 
Pin bar with nose or "Hanging Man" is weaker than the standard pin
bar. It contains a nose or a wick attached to the body of the pin bar
which shows the weakness of the pin bar. The length of the nose
should not be longer than the size of the body. 
 
A pin bar with no real body has an opening and closing price which
are the same. They are sometimes called "Dragonfly Doji" or
"Gravestone Doji". It contains no body and no nose. The signal
strength of this pin bar is weak compared to the other two we have
talked about. Only a strong bullish or bearish bar after this type of pin
bar will indicate a good trade signal. 

Based on their formation, you will find three types of pin bars in a
chart.
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To trade LONG after a pin bar, first look for a bullish pin bar at the
bottom level or swing low level on a chart. This shows a weakness of
sellers and an increasing power of buyers. A setup like this shows a
very strong bullish momentum of a currency.  
 
Place a buy order after the closing of the pin bar. Set a stop loss three
to five pips below the pin bar's tail, and set the profit for at least two
times the size of the stop loss.   
 
Try not to trade a bullish pin bar at the top or swing high point without
understanding the exact market momentum. Trading long after a
bullish pin bar is much less risky and more profitable if you find it at
the bottom or swing low point of a chart. 
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HOW TO TRADE THE PIN BAR

3-5 PIP STOP LOSS

BUY

TAKE PROFIT

Pin Bar
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3-5 PIP STOP LOSS

SELL

TAKE PROFIT

To trade SHORT after a pin bar, first look for a bearish pin bar at the
top level or swing high level on a chart. This shows an end of a bullish
momentum and an increasing power of a bearish momentum.  
 
Place a sell order after the closing of the pin bar. Set a stop loss three
to five pips above the pin bar's tail, and set the take profit for at least
two times the size of the stop loss. 
 
Try not to trade a bearish pin bar at the bottom of a price chart
without understanding the market sentiment.
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Pin Bar
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Often you will see that a pin bar has formed at a sideway range
market. These sideway ranges are not the ideal place to trade the pin
bar. 
 
Pin bars in a sideway range market do not indicate any strong market
momentum. You will often see many directional pin bars in a sideway
range market but they do not indicate any trade signal. During that
period, simply wait for the sideway range to break from either
direction.
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Pin Bar

INVALID PIN BARS

SIDEWAY MARKET
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ENGULFING
STANDARD FORMATION

BULLISH
ENGULFING

BEARISH
ENGULFING

Engulfing candlestick patterns are very powerful way to indicate a
market reversal. 
 
An engulfing candlestick is a candle that is bigger than the previous
candle and its size is engulfing it. The small candle that is engulfed
by the engulfing candle is called the engulfed candle. 
 
The bullish engulfing candlestick pattern signals the bullish
momentum on the market, and the bearish engulfing candlestick
pattern signals the bearish momentum on the market. 
 
 

Engulfing
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HOW TO TRADE THE ENGULFING

3-5 PIP STOP LOSS

BUY

TAKE PROFIT

To trade LONG after an engulfing candlestick pattern, first look for a
bullish engulfing candlestick pattern at the bottom level or swing low
at a chart. This shows a weakness of selling pressure and an
increasing power of buying pressure. This setup signals a very strong
bullish momentum of a currency in a price action chart.  
 
Place a buy order after the closing of the engulfing candlestick
pattern. Set a three to five pip stop loss below the wick of the
engulfing candlestick, and set the take profit for at least two times
the size of the stop loss. 
 
Never trade a bullish engulfing candlestick pattern at the top or swing
high point without understanding the exact market momentum.
Trading long after a bullish engulfing candlestick pattern is more
profitable and less-risky if you find a bullish engulfing engulfing
candlestick at the bottom on a price action chart. 
 

Engulfing
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3-5 PIP STOP LOSS

SELL

TAKE PROFIT

To trade SHORT after an engulfing candlestick pattern, first look for a
bearish engulfing candlestick pattern at the top levels or swing highs
in a chart. This shows an end of a bullish momentum and an
increasing power of a bearish momentum.  
 
Place a sell order after the closing of the engulfing candlestick, and
set a three to five pip stop loss above the wick of the high of the
engulfing candlestick. Set a take profit for at least two times the size
of the stop loss. 
 
Never trade a bearish engulfing candlestick pattern at the bottom of a
price action chart without understanding the market sentiment.
Bottom levels are only appropriate to trade long after a bullish
engulfing candlestick pattern. 

Engulfing
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Like before, avoid trading an engulfing candlestick pattern in a
sideway range market.  
 
Sideway range markets do not indicate any market momentum,
rather this shows the traders indecisions in the market.  
 
Sideways are tradable only if the range breakout happens from either
direction of the market.  
 
Trading an engulfing candlestick pattern in a sideway range market
contains high possibility to losing the trade.

Engulfing

SIDEWAY MARKET
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INSIDE BAR
STANDARD FORMATION

MOTHER
CANDLE

MOTHER
CANDLE

INSIDE BAR
CANDLE

INSIDE BAR
CANDLE

Inside Bar

An inside bar candlestick pattern is a very powerful candlestick
pattern to signal the end of a running trend and as well as signals the
trend continuation on a price action chart. 
 
Inside Bar candlestick is identified by two back-to-back opposite
directional candles where the most recent candlestick stays inside
the total range of the previous candlestick. If one candle is a bullish
candle, then the other candle must be bearish, and vice versa. 
 
The look of an Inside Bar candlestick pattern is the opposite of an
Engulfing candlestick pattern. 
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Inside Bar

In an Inside Bar pattern, if the mother candle is a bearish candle and
the inside bar candle is a bullish candle then this inside bar
candlestick pattern tends to act as the trend reversal / breakout
pattern for bullish traders.  
 
That means if an inside bar candlestick pattern forms at the bottom
on a price chart, where the inside bar candle is a bullish candle, then
possibilities are high that price will rise up and make a bullish rally
towards the upward direction on that market. 
 
On the other hand, if the mother candle is a bullish candle and the
inside bar candle is a bearish candle, then this inside bar candlestick
pattern tends to act as the trend reversal / breakout pattern for
bearish traders.  
 
That means if an inside bar candlestick pattern forms at the top level
on a price action chart where the inside bar candle is a bearish
candle, then possibilities are high that price will down and make a
bearish rally towards the downward direction on that market.
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Inside Bar

HOW TO TRADE THE INSIDE BAR 
AS TREND REVERSAL 

TAKE PROFIT

3-5 PIP STOP LOSS

BUY 2 PIPS ABOVE
MOTHER CANDLE

If an inside bar candle is a bullish candle and it forms at the bottom
level on a price action chart, then you can assume that this pattern is
going to act as a trend reversal/breakout candlestick pattern.  
 
You will wait for the mother candle's high to break from the top. So if
price breaks the high of the mother candle, then you can trigger long
trade entry at two pips above the mother candle's high.  
 
You won't need to wait for the running candle to close. If a bullish
inside bar candle forms at the bottom, then you can trigger LONG on
the running candle which breaks the mother candle's high. 
 
You can set the stop loss at three to five pips below the mother
candle's low and take profit for at least twice the stop loss.
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Inside Bar

3-5 PIP STOP LOSS

SELL 2 PIPS BELOW
MOTHER CANDLE

TAKE PROFIT

On the other hand, if an inside bar candle is a bearish candle and it
forms at the top level on a price action chart, then you can assume
that this pattern is going to act as a trend reversal / breakout
candlestick pattern.  
 
You will wait for the mother candle's low to break from the bottom.
So if price breaks the low of the mother candle, then you can trigger
SHORT trade entry at two pips below the mother candle's low. 
 
You won't need to wait for the running candle to close. If a bearish
inside bar candle forms at the top, then you can trigger on the running
candle which breaks the mother candle's low. 
 
You can set the stop loss to be three to five pips above the mother
candle's high and take profit for at least twice the stop loss.
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Inside Bar

3-5 PIP STOP LOSS

BUY 2 PIPS ABOVE
MOTHER CANDLE

TAKE PROFIT

If the inside bar candle is a bearish candle and the pattern forms at
the top level in a price action chart, then that shows an upcoming
bearish momentum on the market. You can place a short trade after
price breaks the mother candle's low. You won’t need to wait for the
running candle to close.   
 
If price break the mother candle's high instead of the mother candle's
low, then that shows a trend continuation signal. For this scenario,
you should not trigger long trade entry right after the breaking of the
mother candle's high. Instead, you should wait for the running candle
to close by staying above the mother candle's high.   
 
For these setups, you will place a long trade entry at the closing of the
breakout candle. Then set the stop loss at three to five pips below the
mother candle's low. Have your take profit to be at least twice the
size of your stop loss.

HOW TO TRADE THE INSIDE BAR 
AS TREND CONTINUATION
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Inside Bar

3-5 PIP STOP LOSS

SELL 2 PIPS BELOW
MOTHER CANDLE

TAKE PROFIT

If the inside bar candle is a bullish candle and the pattern forms at the
bottom level in a price action chart, then that shows an upcoming
bullish momentum on the market. You can place a long trade after
price breaks the mother candle's high. You won’t need to wait for the
running candle to close.   
 
If price break the mother candle's low instead of the mother candle's
high, then that shows a trend continuation signal. For this scenario,
you should not trigger short trade entry right after the breaking of the
mother candle's low. Instead, you should wait for the running candle
to close by staying belowthe mother candle's low.   
 
For these setups, you will place a short trade entry at the closing of
the breakout candle. Then set the stop loss at three to five pips above
the mother candle's low. Have your take profit to be at least twice the
size of your stop loss. 
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Paramount FX

About Paramount FX

As the traders and founders of Paramount FX, we understand how
stressful and hard trading can be if you don’t have the right tools,
knowledge and mindset. 
 
It’s for that reason, through our frustrations, experiences, failures, and
success, we decided to create Paramount FX in order to help people
like you to become the best trader you can be. 
 
Whether you are wanting to learn how to trade or already trading,
Paramount FX can provide you the most successful trading strategies
and analysis so you can make consistent profits. 
 
Generate money for yourself by following our precise trading setups
with clear entry and exit. 
 
Through our weekly webinars and academy, you will be able to
advance from beginner to expert without going through the hassle of
finding the right strategy about trading. 
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When we started trading we made all the same mistakes everyone else
makes because we did not have the right guide to lead us to the right
path. 
 
We had to figure out what was right and wrong with trial and error. 
 
Interestingly this puts us in an interesting and unique situation to be
able to get you where you need to be very quickly as we have been
through our trial and error and can get you through yours without you
having to be burnt to a crisp as we were. 
 
Visit our trading testimonials and reviews wall to see what people are
saying about Paramount FX and download our free strategy guide to
learn more. 
 
We are committed to your success and confident we can help you
become a successful trader. 
 
Knowing the challenges and the different factors that can influence
you as a trader, our mission as a company is to teach you how to
invest your money and to provide you all the tools and knowledge so
you can reach your financial goals and have the incomes you always
wanted.

Paramount FX
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Member Results

A few of our members' results...
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Member Testimonials

A few of our members' testimonials...

"I would just like to say how happy I am to be a part of
Paramount FX. This company will without a doubt be legendary.
Not only is it diverse but the connection we all have as traders
and entrepreneurs is amazing. It is an honor to be a part of a

team of winners." -Steven Saavedra

"Just wanna say a big thank you to the Gonzaga brothers. I’ve
learned more here these past few weeks than any other learning

platforms. Other signal providers will give just the entry, take
profits, and stop losses. With Paramount FX, these signals come

with a precise analysis to explain why." -Anthony Li

"For those of you that work a 9-5 and aspire to do bigger and
better things without jumping ship of your job, stick to

Paramount FX. This company provides to knowledge, precision,
and patience that many other companies fail to attain. Aside

from having an elite team of traders 24/7, this company allows
you to have a 25th hour every single day. This company makes

wealth attainable for the average human being. “Give me six
hours to cut down a tree and I will spend the first four

sharpening my axe.” -Peyton Giacone

"I've learned 10x more with Paramount FX then I did in 8 months
of watching Youtube videos and reading books." -Emmanuel

Sastré

"Grew my account from 50 to 100 in a few days thanks to
Giovanni and Gian. Much more to come especially with these

swing trades. Thank y'all!" -Daleel Ventress
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Join Today For Free!

I'm Ready To Make More Profits 
With Paramount FX Today

Join Paramount FX today for FREE! 
This offer is limited time only.

Or paste this into your browser: https://paramountfx.co/register

We are currently in the Pre-Launch phase, which means we are
giving out all our stuff for free to people like you! On launch date, our
initial fee will cost $2500 and $150/mo for signals. 
 
So here's the deal - if you join Paramount FX today, you will receive
free access to all our content, including our daily signals and weekly
webinars. Your initial fee will be waived off on launch date. 
 
We are here and ready to help you succeed in the forex market! 
 
Since everything is free, it is risk free. 
 
So Click Below and we'll help you get started today! 
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